ii "I feel that if I work a certain way, coming from myself, I will be original. Instinct, a dirty word for women to use pertaining to their work, is undervalued as a source for big ideas."
respites from the stress of graduate school.
Thank you to my family who have always supported me and believed in my abilities.
Thanks to Patrick Casey, who taught me everything I know about printmaking. He was the only person I felt understood me when I moved to Iowa and who believes, as I do, that I am the funniest person on Earth.
Thanks to my beautiful mother. I am forever grateful for everything she has taught me about art, humor, hard work and grace.
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PUBLIC ABSTRACT
Years ago, my mother choreographed a dance entitled "Seven Dreams in Color", a seven-act dance wherein each act relayed a memory of her childhood. These memories were colored by her individual experience and often seemed warped to her, as if having been filtered through a dream. I seek to recontextualize these dreams through my own lens as a way of honoring my mother's history and my own memories. Each work functions, through color and composition, as a separate act and embodies a non-linear memory. I utilize painting, drawing and printmaking to harness dichotomous visual elements in order to convey scenes as tumultuous as both the world around me and my own shifting moods.
Abrupt changes of atmosphere are of particular interest to me. I portray this shift through the visual disruptions of cropping imagery, color or medium shifts, and scale changes. We would cry at the canned sob stories and then laugh at ourselves for being so easily given to registration and color layering. The reductive screen printing process is not only time consuming, but only rewards the careful and precise. While parts of the process are laborious and anxiety provoking, the spontaneous overlays of color produce results that are beyond my own predictions. While technically demanding, the process is largely spontaneous, each shape is a response to the previous one. I attempt to harness dichotomous visual elements in order to convey scenes as tumultuous as both the world around me and my own shifting moods. Abrupt changes of atmosphere are of particular interest to me. I portray this shift through the visual disruptions of cropping imagery, color or medium shifts, and scale changes. There is a personality to the shapes, some sort of unique characteristic that is being portrayed; some flow effortlessly into others while others violently end when they meet the next.
The bright colors and silly bulbous forms serve as a counterpoint the gloom and doom of the world. I also see my devotion to unapologetic color and uncomfortable compositional choices as a feminist choice. In a society where women, including myself, are often told that we are "too much" or "overly emotional", I seek to wade directly into these characterizations and revel in them. I have always been attracted to the gaudy, ornamental and decorative. Again, this attraction can be traced to my mother's tastes. In our household mixing patterns was commonplace and my mother willfully ignored choosing a standard palette. In David Batchelor's Chromophobia, he describes Western society's aversion to color, "If colour is a cosmetic, it is also-and again-coded as feminine. Colour is a supplement, but it is also, potentially, a seduction" (52). I seek to wade into these negative connotations. I like the idea of color being a cheap trick, simply artifice and ornament. I think of each drawing as being completely made up of decoration, but somehow the interactions between these moments of visual seduction create a larger and more complex story. Painter Beatriz Milhazes has also spoken about how as a woman working with bright colors it is easy to disregard her work as merely beautiful or ornamental, "there is nothing simple about what I'm doing. It's not superficial-a woman painting colourful things. I think there is an aspect where people look and say, 'Oh, that's lovely,' but they don't really want to put in the time to observe what is being developed there; to move on from the first glance, which may be an easier kind of communication, and see that there is something very complex that makes the whole thing work".
She has shaken off critics and continued to make work that is unrepentant in its celebration of color and pattern.
Interest in mood, emotion and chaos arose from my attempts to understand the completely paradoxical nature of the world. How is it possible that I can love and hate the same thing simultaneously? How can I be so good and so bad? Why do I want something and then try to tear it apart? These works are inherently so personal to me, partly because of how they are made. Everything is done by hand and I spend hours hunched over one piece of paper. I cry over them and laugh over them. I don't feel like I always understand them, but I feel like I make them in order to understand them. They mirror who I am. I can be mean and I can be nice. I can be dramatic and I can be cold. I can be the life of the party and the pitiful depressive in the corner. I hope these works embody the full range of chaos and anxieties that encompass my lived experience. 
